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Luxaflex® Wood Venetian Blinds
Nature’s warmth and beauty in your home
With its natural beauty, wood has long been
an inspiration and delight. Its calming and
reassuringly solid presence provides a welcome
contrast to the hustle and bustle of modern
daily life.
The distinctive signature of a wood blind is
more than a design element; it is a statement by
its owner inspired by the simplicity and elegance
of natural wood.
Luxaflex® offers you a beautiful and varied
choice of woods and finishes. Each wood is
highly individual, authentic and unique with
distinctive grains and burls. Between them
the collection caters for every taste, preference,
room and budget.

“Naturally

elegant and
environmentally
sustainable,
Wood Blinds
are a bold,

beautiful

style statement. ”
Designed by Luxaflex®. Inspired by you.

luxaflex.co.uk
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FSC® Certified
Blinds
All of our wood blinds
carry the FSC® logo, and are
independently certified to
assure consumers that the
wood comes from forests that
are managed in such a way as
to meet the social, economic and ecological
needs of present and future generations.
Be inspired by our luxurious high gloss
finishes, the timelessness of oak and the
lustre of cherry wood.
Complement your room with a delicate
painted finish or enhance your window with
a bold, vibrant colour from our Piano range.
Colonial wood, our largest slat at 68mm,
gives the impression of sophisticated
shutters in classic hues of white and cream.
Reflect your style and add some
shimmer with Silver Gilt from our
Designer woods range.

Silver Gilt 50mm - FSC® certiﬁed

Alternatively, you may choose to consider
Faux wood which is ideal for bathrooms
and kitchens or Bamboo for an on trend
window design.
Luxaflex® Wood Venetian blinds are available
in 35mm, 50mm, 64mm and 68mm
depending on the range you choose from.
Personalise your wood venetian blinds
with one of our coloured fabric tapes to
introduce a softer element. Be creative with
perfect colour-coordination. We are able
to colour match to the most popular paint
colour references.

Duck White - FSC® certiﬁed

